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I. INTRODUCTION

Transferring patient information between medical care sites is necessary to deliver better patient care [1, 2] and to reduce medical cost [3]. Developing electronic medical records is an important trend for the world. In the actual status, the HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) is currently most widely used international standards for electronic medical records [4, 5]. But implementing CDA is too difficult because it is a complex information model, and has enormous data types with entry level to machine readable [6, 7].

In addition to the above, another problem is too many different formats in clinical records used by hospitals in Taiwan. How to integrate and mapping that into an international medical record standard is a big challenge. And to make the machine readable is the most difficult of the challenge. So to choose an international standard that transmission of medical data for improving interoperability between the heterogeneous systems is very important.

The HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) is a document markup standard that specifies the structure and semantics of clinical documents for the purpose of exchange. From its inception, CDA has supported the ability to represent professional society recommendations, national clinical practice guidelines, and standardized data sets. From the perspective of CDA, the CCR is a standardized data set that can be used to constrain CDA specifically for summary documents [8].

The CCR is a core data set of the most relevant administrative, demographic, and clinical information facts about a patient’s healthcare, covering one or more healthcare encounters. It provides a means for one healthcare practitioner, system, or setting to aggregate all of the pertinent data about a patient and forward it to another practitioner, system, or setting to support the continuity of care. The primary use case for the CCR is to provide a snapshot in time containing the pertinent clinical, demographic, and administrative data for a specific patient [9].

The resulting specification, known as the Continuity of Care Document (CCD), is developed as a collaborative effort between ASTM and HL7. It is intended as an alternate implementation to the one specified in ASTM ADJE2369 for those institutions or organizations committed to implementation of the HL7 Clinical Document Architecture.

II. OBJECTIVE

The Continuity of Care Document (CCD) is a product of collaboration between CDA and CCR standards [8]. It provides a clear guideline to implementing a medical record with entry level. In the Robert H. Dolin, Klaus-Hendrik WOLF and Bengisu Tulu individual study, they refer the CCD model to define their document. And suggest the CCD can support their requirement [10, 11, 12]. In Shobha Phansalkar study, they successfully mapped 94% of medication entries and greater than 92% of medication component mappings to CCD constraints [13]. So the CCD offers a large step towards the goal of interoperability among EHRs.

In this study, we will develop a system to generate medical records with entry level based on CCD template module. To provide a system for user to generate the records with entry level more easily. And it is according the international standard to achieve intercommunicate medical information.

III. METHOD

The method of this study is separate the two part. The first stage, we need to choose and research the medical record standard. Map the standard with local clinical requirement in Taiwan. And the second stage, we follow the standard to design the system.

A. Usage of Standards

We have sufficient reason of thinking that CCD is suitable standard for this study. Because the CCD is defined a clear
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Taiwan. Taiwan, map the record data to CCD standard. That is want to medical record, the format actual used to long term care in design the system interface module. Beforehand, we imitate a pattern. the CDA instance conforms to the constraints specified in that templateId to reference one of these patterns indicates that specific clinical statements within document sections. Using identifiers to other patterns, such as document sections and overall implementation guide, this document assigns template (Tables 1). In addition to assigning a template identifier to the entry, and it accorded CDA mechanism to define 38 templates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template Identifier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1</td>
<td>CCD v1.0 Templates Root</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section Templates
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.1: Advance directives section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.2: Alerts section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.3: Encounters section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.4: Family history section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.5: Functional status section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.6: Immunizations section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.7: Medical equipment section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.8: Medications section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.9: Payers section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.10: Plan of care section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.11: Problem section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.12: Procedures section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.13: Purpose section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.14: Results section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.15: Social history section
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.16: Vital signs section

Clinical Statement Templates
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.17: Advance directive observation
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.18: Alert observation
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.19: Authorization activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.20: Coverage activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.21: Encounter activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.22: Family history observation
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.23: Family history organizer
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.24: Medication activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.25: Plan of care activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.26: Policy activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.27: Problem activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.28: Problem observation
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.29: Procedure activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.30: Purpose activity
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.31: Result observation
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.32: Result organizer
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.33: Social history observation
- 2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.34: Supply activity

B. System design

The CCD document is defining 17 sections and 38 templates; it was designed for long term care. So the section is including a lot part of the clinical event. In this study, the first stage of system design scope will delimit to implement “visit note”. To design the system for generate visit note, we chose the required section of the 17 section. That is “Family history section”, “Medications section”, “Problem section”, “Results section”, “Social history section”, “Vital signs section”. And in these sections should include some section templates, clinical statement templates, and supporting templates. These templates list was be bold on the Table 1.

The system architecture is reference to a study that about standard-based report form design system [14]. Our system followed the three-tiered architecture (the first is data tier, second tier is about logic, third is presentation tier), the system was implemented in the JAVA programming language. Several well-known open source frameworks and database are chosen instead of other proprietary copyrighted software products. That is because low cost, less dependence on vendors, easier to customize, and overall better openness. Moreover, making use of these frameworks minimizes the need for developing infrastructure so that programmers could devote more time to the application’s business logic to fulfill the requirements.
Base on those CCD templates, the system design to generated a visit note that follow the CCD standard, and it is a XML format with entry level. For an example situation, if a patient is feel uncomfortable and go to the hospital. The hospital stuff can record the medical event requirement to select the item in system interface. And the system processor will to map the suitable template to generate a XML medical record (figure 1).

IV. RESULT

Preliminary result, we successfully mapped the long term care record to CCD standard and implemented a XML document. And the XML document can be validated by CCD and schematron validator. The figure2 is it transformed with an XSL processor using an XSL-T stylesheet to the final CCD document. The patient data is fictitious accord with the actual clinical event simulation in Taiwan. We mapped the record into the nine sections, and implemented the complete XML schema include entry level. The figure3 is showing a part entry schema of encounter section. And we also define a quickly implementation guide for long term care in Taiwan. In the guide, we define a lot of part of the message type, element and event code. And provide the message code list that most be used and suitable code in Taiwan. It is Chinese language, easily to understand, and provide a guideline to the tyro implement CCD easily.

Base on the preliminary result, we had most understanding of the constraint with the overall structure of CCD standard, especially the entry level. We were programming the templates that required in this study to be modular, and to define the message type and code of every template module. The figure 4 shows the problem observation template module. The schema was be bold indicates the code was defined and will automatically bring out the data; the schema with underline is the optional field that accord user enter. And the system will be base on those template modules for user to generate the records with entry level more easily. And it is according the international standard to exchange. The record generated by the CCD system is a XML document. In the document body section, it is record complete entry level data, and can be validation on XML and schematron validator.

V. DISCUSSION

In the CCD entry level has enormous data types and different coding system be used. There are International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, and Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) code, Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC), Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED), RxNorm and so on. In CCD standard, it is most used LOINC to indicate the section code, RxNorm to indicate the medication information, SNOMED to indicate the clinical event and medical equipment information, ICD-9-CM to indicate the diagnosis result and disease. But these coding systems are not widespread adopt in Taiwan. Those coding systems and Taiwan local coding systems map that is important work on the further.

In the same case of the coding system problem, in our preliminary result that map long term care record to CCD standard. In the social history section have the same problem, we can not find the suitable code to indicate the disabled level that defined by Taiwan policy, and the same problem also in catastrophic illness level. So in the social history section, we didn’t implement to entry level. That is limitation of this study.
VI. CONCLUSION

Exchange and interoperability the medical information is an important trend for the world. If want to achieve this object, the top point is that medical record can accomplish the machine readable. So the entry level of medical record is an important part in this object.

In this study, we define a quickly implementation guide and developing a system to generate medical records with entry level based on CCD standard. The CCD standard is an international standard, so we hope this study can be a pilot study of international medical record standard that with entry level in Taiwan.
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